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Abstract Hydraulic fracturing and related ground water

issues are growing features in public discourse. Few have given

much attention to surface impacts from shale gas development,

which result from building necessary surface infrastructure.

One way to reduce future impacts from gas surface develop-

ment without radically changing industry practice is by for-

mulating simple, conservation-oriented planning guidelines.

We explore how four such guidelines affect the locations of

well pads, access roads, and gathering pipelines on state lands

in Pennsylvania. Our four guidelines aim to (1) reduce impacts

on water, reduce impacts from (2) gathering pipelines and (3)

access roads, and (4) reduce impacts on forests. We assessed

whether the use of such guidelines accompanies tradeoffs

among impacts, and if anyguidelines performbetter than others

at avoiding impacts. We find that impacts are mostly syner-

gistic, such that avoiding one impact will result in avoiding

others. However, we found that avoiding forest fragmentation

may result in increased impacts on other environmental fea-

tures.We also found that single simple planning guidelines can

be effective in targeted situations, but no one guideline was

universally optimal in avoiding all impacts. As such, we sug-

gest thatwhenmultiple environmental features are important in

an area, more comprehensive planning strategies and tools

should be used.

Keywords Access roads � Decision making � Energy
infrastructure � Environmental impacts � Forest
fragmentation � Gas companies � Gas developers �
Gathering pipelines � Well pads

Introduction

High-volume hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling

combined with higher gas prices in the late 2000s led to the

boom of shale gas development in the eastern United

States. Hydrofracking is the high-pressure pumping of

water and sand to break shale and release gas. Horizontal

drilling allows multiple wells to be drilled laterally from a

location rather than a single well. In Central Appalachia,

especially West Virginia and Pennsylvania, USA, where

we illustrate a case study, over 14,000 horizontal well

permits have been granted since 2008. Many of these

(*60 %) have yet to be drilled (West Virginia TAGIS

Unit 2014; Whitacre 2014), and many additional permits

and wells are expected (Evans and Kiesecker 2014).

Development of worldwide shale gas reserves (U.S. Energy

Information Administration 2013) and accompanying sur-

face infrastructure (Fig. 1) should raise concerns about

associated environmental impacts. Since much of the

potential gas development has not been realized, there are

still significant opportunities to reduce future impacts

through careful planning.

Terrestrial impacts resulting from the spatial locations of

gas surface infrastructure are an understudied and
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important issue. Impacts occur at all stages of the devel-

opment process, from pre-production through post-pro-

duction (Burton et al. 2014). Here we focus exclusively on

pre-production activities and specifically the construction

of well pads, access roads, and gathering pipelines, the

impacts of which may play out at different rates and spatial

extents. The magnitudes and types of impacts change from

stage to stage, but it is clear that site construction incurs the

most direct and thus quantifiable land use changes, which

here are our focus. To date, most attention has been given

to groundwater, surface water, and air quality (Howarth

et al. 2011; Entrekin et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2012; Smith

et al. 2012; Olmstead et al. 2013). Attention to surface

impacts has been less common, but is growing (Johnson

et al. 2010; Davis and Robinson 2012; Slonecker et al.

2012; Drohan et al. 2012; Evans and Kiesecker 2014).

Because the Marcellus shale formation is roughly uniform

within a development site (SI Fig. A1) and because hori-

zontal drilling allows for many wells per pad, shale gas

surface infrastructure in the Appalachian region can be

evenly spaced and of low density. As such, terrestrial

impacts from surface infrastructure are similar to low-

density, rural housing development. Like houses, well pads

are spaced hundreds of meters apart and connected by

gravel roads (Fig. 1). Pipeline corridors are similar in

width and surface maintenance requirements to under-

ground electric transmission corridors. During construc-

tion, drilling, and hydraulic fracturing, gas development

may have much larger cumulative impacts than other types

of development because of high-traffic trucking of mate-

rials, the sizes of temporary well pad staging areas, and the

intensity of drilling noise and light.

Much of shale gas development is occurring in areas of

high biological diversity and in areas home to species

sensitive to habitat fragmentation and degradation (Gillen

and Kiviat 2012; Kiviat 2013). In the Central Appalachian

region, especially Pennsylvania, there are large areas of

relatively intact forest on protected and unprotected lands.

As of late 2013, 32 % of state-owned public land area in

Pennsylvania host well permits (Whitacre 2014). More

development is occurring on private, unprotected lands,

much of which have high conservation value (Robles et al.

2008). At lease-hold and larger scales, the spatial config-

uration of gas surface infrastructure may greatly fragment

forests (Slonecker et al. 2012; Drohan et al. 2012; Racicot

et al. 2014). Stream crossings for roads and pipelines may

reduce stream connectivity and increase sediment delivery

and risk of spills to streams. The construction of surface

infrastructure disturbs soils, which changes local topogra-

phy and may lead to increased erosion. When erosion and

sedimentation controls are inadequate or fail, runoff can

increase sedimentation in streams. In the event of haz-

ardous waste spills, soils and streams may be contaminated

and experience large die-offs of biota (Lustgarten 2009;

Detrow 2012). For more details on potential environmental

impacts of shale gas surface infrastructure, see Gillen and

Kiviat (2012); Slonecker et al. (2012); Kiviat (2013) and

others.

In this paper, we explore how multiple environmental

impacts are associated with one another in shale gas

infrastructure development. We specifically focus on using

simple practices to plan well pads, access roads, and

gathering pipelines, and we also assess the relative effec-

tiveness of our planning practices at avoiding impacts.

Simple planning practices, which focus on achieving one or

a few goals, may help developers incorporate additional

environmental objectives into surface development without

having to radically change practices. However, there is the

Fig. 1 Well pads (rectangular

clearings), access roads (linear

clearings in bottom-right), and

gathering pipelines (other linear

clearings) pose many impacts

on habitats in the Marcellus

formation, including forest and

wetland loss and fragmentation,

displacement of species of

conservation concern, erosion,

and freshwater sedimentation

and fragmentation. Courtesy of

M. Godfrey, The Nature

Conservancy
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risk that following simple practices will exacerbate trade-

offs among multiple environmental objectives since simple

practices must be, by definition, narrowly defined. We use

the Marcellus shale play in Pennsylvania as a case study.

We planned well pad footprint locations, access road routes

and gathering pipeline routes for 20 state forests and game

lands, where shale gas development could occur. We

attempted to follow the same planning steps in the order the

gas industry uses and adhered to construction constraints

imposed by state laws and development practices (Online

Appendix S1). For each development site, we created four

infrastructure layouts corresponding to four simple siting

practices. For each infrastructure layout, we computed

eight impact metrics that reflect the conservation objectives

of stakeholders in the region. We looked for synergies and

tradeoffs among impacts, i.e., whether some impacts were

positively or negatively correlated. We also assessed

whether some of our planning practices performed better

than the others for some impacts, i.e., an impact metric was

significantly lower when using one practice versus the

others.

Similar articles have focused on the hydraulic fracturing

process (Kargbo et al. 2010) at relatively small scales

(Slonecker et al. 2012). Racicot et al. (2014) undertook a

similar planning exercise in which they planned well pads,

access roads, and pipelines for a small region in Quebec,

Canada. They looked at the potential impacts of surface

infrastructure under various regulatory constraints, focus-

ing on impacts with, versus without, additional ecological

restrictions. Racicot et al. (2014) also analyzed the extent

to which fairly simple ways of affecting development

patterns in turn affected potential environmental impacts of

that development. Our paper is novel in several ways. First,

we look at impacts on a larger suite of environmental and

human features, choosing to explore the broad spectrum of

potential impacts since features will vary in importance

from place to place. Second, we assess the synergies and

tradeoffs among our suite of impacts and explore how our

findings may affect more general planning of gas infras-

tructure. Third, we look at impacts over a large spatial

extent, which may allow us to draw more general conclu-

sions for the greater Appalachian region. Finally, we assess

the relative effectiveness of simple planning practices

across the suite of metrics, enabling us to see how simple

practices may target one or several impacts.

Materials and Methods

Shale Energy Industry Reference

In planning surface infrastructure within our study sites, we

attempted to follow the planning practices of the shale

energy industry. Our main contact was Triana Energy,

LLC, which is a privately held oil and gas exploration and

production company based in Charleston, West Virginia,

USA and operating in both West Virginia and Pennsylva-

nia. We used Triana’s experience with shale energy

development to inform the dimensions of production units,

construction limits such as road grades, and surface

infrastructure planning more generally.

Study Site Selection

We chose twenty case study sites from the 319 State For-

ests, State Parks, and State Game Lands underlain by

Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania (Fig. 2). Selection of

study sites was done independently of current development

status, severed mineral ownership, and the probability of

future shale development. We chose Pennsylvania state

lands as study sites for a few reasons. First, these public

lands are managed by the state and are large tracts of

consolidated land, which makes large-scale planning for

multiple pads and thus potential gains from our study larger

than in other areas. At the same time, mineral rights are

severed from surface ownership on some public lands in

Pennsylvania, which means that shale gas development can

and is occurring on these lands. In areas with intact surface

and subsurface ownership, some state forest lands and state

game lands have also been leased for shale gas develop-

ment. Finally, we chose to use highly forested public lands

in a state with a large forest system because we wanted to

highlight the potential impacts on relatively intact terres-

trial habitats.

State lands were first buffered by 100 m to remove small

gaps between otherwise contiguous lands. We then com-

bined any buffered lands that overlapped. We reduced our

set of lands to those that could support between one and

five full-size production units. A production unit is not

physical infrastructure, but represents the area drained of

gas by the wells of a single well pad (Online Appendix S1:

Fig. A1). To reduce the set of lands, we first reduced the set

of combined lands to those between 3 and 30 km2

(n = 216). Next, we maximally covered each buffered land

with 914 9 3352-m (3000 9 11,000-ft) production units

rotated 27� (Triana Energy, LLC pers. comm.); the size of

the production units is based on an assumption of six wells

per pad. We considered a production unit economically

feasible if at least 90 % of its area was within the buffered

land. Production unit placement was done visually and by

hand. We categorized the buffered lands into one of five

size classes by the number of full-size production units we

estimated they would support. Finally, we chose at random

four buffered lands from each size class as our study sites.

We note that the number of production units we visually

estimated would fit in each buffered land is usually smaller
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than the total number we later placed when implementing

our four siting practices. All GIS analyses were done in

ArcMap 10.1 (ESRI 2013).

Cultural features were mapped using 2008 National

Agricultural Imagery Program aerial images. All non-in-

dustrial cultural features, such as homes, agricultural

buildings, retail businesses, and recreational fields over-

lapping the 20 chosen sites were mapped with free-hand

drawn polygons. These were used to calculate distance to

cultural features within the study sites.

Siting Practices

We chose to use four siting practices that are easy to

understand, easy to implement, and that we expected to

differentially achieve conservation goals. Our four siting

practices are (1) site pads close to roads to reduce the

impacts of access roads, (2) site pads close to pipelines to

reduce the impacts of gathering pipelines, (3) site infras-

tructure away from water to reduce risks to aquatic sys-

tems, and (4) site infrastructure in disturbed areas to reduce

impacts on intact habitats. We sited infrastructure four

times at each study site, once per siting practice. In addi-

tion to following these practices, we adhered to existing

regulatory and construction constraints (Online Appendix

S1). We also attempted to follow existing industry planning

practices, which are to site well pads/production units first,

then to select routes for access roads and gathering

pipelines (Triana Energy, LLC, pers. comm.).

Before implementing a siting practice, we placed pro-

duction units to maximally cover the study site. We started

by placing full-size production units in the manner

described in Study Site Selection. We then placed half-size

production units in the same fashion. There is subjectivity

in exactly where production units are placed, but we expect

a human will find the maximum number of production

units and near-optimal locations.

Next, well pads were placed within pad envelopes in the

production units. A pad envelope is a smaller area within a

static production unit that represents potential locations for

a well pad while still draining the production unit (Online

Appendix S1: Fig. A1). Moving the pad within its envelope

changes the routes of wells. In a full-size production unit,

the pad envelopes are 1524 9 122 m. In a half-size pro-

duction unit, pad envelopes are 122 9 122 m. After

restricting ourselves to the pad envelopes, we sited pad

points (at the center of a raster pixel) to primarily adhere to

the given siting practice. Secondarily, well pads were

placed to center on the envelopes (or one envelope in the

half-sized production unit), which reflects the developer

practice of making all lateral wells close to a desired length

(Triana Energy, LLC pers. comm.). Finally, if there were

still options (especially in the case of half-production

units), we put the well pads in the location closest to the

nearest pad (siting done by visual inspection). We also

adhere to Pennsylvania regulatory setbacks for well pads

and other infrastructure.

In most production units (63 of 93 or 68 %), the ‘‘in

disturbed areas’’ practice gave no direction about where to

place well pads, because there were no cultivated or

developed areas to bias placement. As such, most of the

placement for these was done based on trying to center the

pad in the envelope and/or put it near other pads. However,

subsequent road and pipeline routes did depend on this

practice.

Well pads were connected to the existing road network

using a least cost path method (ESRI 2013). The cost

surface varied depending on the siting practice. When sit-

ing pads close to (1) existing roads or (2) existing pipelines,

the road cost surface was determined by the distance,

Fig. 2 (Large map)

Pennsylvania State Forests,

State Parks, and State Game

Lands (green or darker gray)

within the Marcellus gas

formation (beige or lighter

gray) serve as candidate lease

areas from which we chose

twenty public lands (black

outlines) for our analysis. We

chose to use state lands that

could support one to five full-

size production units after

buffering individual lands and

combining overlapping lands.

(Small maps) chosen sites with

numbers corresponding to large

map and site areas in km2

(Color figure online)
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elevation, and slope over which the road was built. These

two factors reflect monetary costs of road construction

materials and soil movement. When siting infrastructure

(3) away from water, the cost surface was the inverse of the

Euclidean distance from the water, such that cost increased

with proximity. Where the distance to water was 0, we set

the inverse distance to be 100 times larger than the maxi-

mum value in the rest of the raster. Finally, when siting

infrastructure (4) in disturbed areas, we used the 2006

National Land Coverage Dataset to weight disturbed clas-

ses (Developed, Planted/Cultivated) as 100 times less

costly than undisturbed classes and used that as the cost

surface. Because the existing pipeline network is sparse,

some study sites do not intersect with the network. We

therefore buffered the study sites by 15 km—chosen to

ensure every study site intersects with at least one pipe-

line—before creating the placement regions for the

pipelines and roads. We then built pipelines and roads

outside of study sites where needed to complete the line,

but clipped them off at the study site boundary and mea-

sured impacts only inside the study site. Pipelines and

roads were sited using the same methods. Finally, we note

that because the least-cost path method checks for a spa-

tially additive impact, there is an implicit assumption that

placing more infrastructures is always more impacting. As

such, the placement algorithm is biased toward shorter

roads and pipelines. In reality, some impacts like forest

frag 1 below are spatially non-additive such that lower

impacts can be achieved with more infrastructure in some

cases.

Environment Impact Metrics

For each infrastructure layout, we calculated several

environmental and cultural impact metrics. Metrics were

calculated on a rasterized version of the study area, where

cells are 30 9 30 m. We calculated the following metrics

after each siting practice was implemented in a study site:

1. cultural—risk to human cultural features; sum over the

raster of proximity to cultural features, where proxim-

ity is defined as the inverse of the Euclidean distance

of infrastructure to the nearest mapped cultural feature.

2. Erosion—erosion potential; sum over the slope raster

of all cells occupied by infrastructure.

3. Forest loss—total number of previously forested cells

in which infrastructure is developed

4. Forest frag 1—effective mesh size; area of each patch

if all the forest were combined and then divided into S

equally sized patches with the same degree of

landscape division as the original set of patches;

similar to average patch size, but with more consistent

responses to fragmentation (Jaeger 2000);

m ¼ At

S
¼ 1

At

�
Xn

i¼1

A2
i ;

where At is the number of cells in the analysis region,

and Ai is the area of each forest patch after

fragmentation.

5. Forest frag 2—perimeter to area ratio; number of forest

edge cells—those which border a non-forest cell—

divided by total number of forest cells after

development.

6. Rare spp—risk of displacing rare or other target species;

sum over raster of expected number of occurrences of

known locations (EOs) of rare species. To create this

surface, a map of habitat types from the Northeastern

Terrestrial Habitat Mapping Project (Table A2) was

overlaid with EOs from the Pennsylvania Natural

Heritage Program (Table A2). Each habitat type was

assigned the number of EOs it contained. This was done

without regard to species identity. This number was then

divided by the total area of the habitat type to reduce

areal effects. Finally, values were multiplied by one

million to aid understanding.

7. Water 1—reduction of stream connectivity; number of

stream crossings; number of stream cells occupied by

infrastructure.

8. Water 2—risk to aquatic systems; sum over raster of

proximity to water bodies, where proximity is defined

as the inverse of the distance a liquid would flow from

a cell over the surface to reach the first-encountered

water body. This was calculated using ArcGIS’s Flow

Direction tool.

Analyses

We tested two major hypotheses:

1. Siting practices differentially affect metrics of impact.

The goals here were to assess whether the choice of

practice is important and if some practices are more

generally effective than others.

2. Impacts are correlated across sites and practices. The

goal here was to assess which impacts trade-off when

planning infrastructure by simple planning guidelines.

Before performing the tests below, we square-root

transformed forest loss and cultural and log10 transformed

all other data to increase normality.

To test the first hypothesis, we built eight repeated

measures ANOVAs, one for each metric as the response,

where the study site was the ‘‘individual’’ on which repe-

ated measures were being taken. The ‘‘treatments’’ on each

individual were the practices themselves, and the ANOVA

was used to test if practices created significant variation in
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the impact response of the site. We then used a post-hoc

Tukey HSD test to determine, for those significant models,

which practices differentially affected each impact metric.

The ANOVAs were carried out using ezANOVA in R (v3).

To test the second hypothesis, we calculated Pearson’s

correlation coefficient between each pair of impact metrics,

within each practice. For instance, one correlation was

between forest loss and erosion when siting infrastructure

in disturbed areas. We used a Bonferroni corrected a of

0.0018 (a = 0.05/28 = 0.0018) to test significance. We

focused only on post-development correlations of impacts,

but do explore the marginal change in impacts associated

with following these simple planning practices in Online

Appendix S1.

Results

Infrastructure layouts were qualitatively different based on

which simple planning practice was followed (Fig. 3). For

instance, Fig. 3 shows four layouts resulting from our four

planning practices for one development site. Note espe-

cially the lengths of gathering pipelines and that their

routes differed markedly based on the locations of well

pads, which were themselves in markedly different loca-

tions based on the planning practice. These same patterns

hold for the other development sites (Online Appendix S1:

Fig. A3).

Differences in the locations of infrastructure led to

varying impacts. While placing infrastructure away from

water generally performed better across impacts than

placing pads near existing roads or pipelines, or placing

infrastructure in disturbed areas, no one practice was uni-

versally better across impacts than the others (Fig. 4). This

should be expected since our simple practices purposefully

target one or two objectives and cannot accommodate more

without becoming intractable. Further, most impact metrics

we measured were positively correlated, such that doing

better at avoiding one impact meant doing better with

others. However, one measure of forest fragmentation had

consistent tradeoffs with other impacts (Fig. 4). This is an

important caveat for Pennsylvania, where potential forest

Fig. 3 Four layouts of well

pads (square), roads (-), and

pipelines (lines) at one of our

twenty sites (medium gray

dashed lines). Other layouts

presented in Online Appendix

S1. Existing roads are medium

gray dots; proposed

infrastructure is black. Each

layout is the result of following

a different simple siting practice

(codes here). Each layout, if

developed, would result in

different impacts on forests

(green or light gray), aquatic

habitats (blue or medium gray),

erosion, and cultural features

(orange or dark gray with black

outline) (Online Appendix S1:

Table A3 for values) (Color

figure online)
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fragmentation is large (Johnson et al. 2010; Evans and

Kiesecker 2014).

We found that for this study region, set of impact met-

rics, and simple siting practices, impacts are more syner-

gistic than antagonistic. This is revealed in Fig. 4 by the

dominance of positive correlations (?) between impacts.

The strongest and most numerous positive correlations

occurred between the water 2 impact metric, a measure of

proximity of infrastructure to water bodies, and other

metrics. Conversely, there were no significant positive

correlations between the rare spp metric and other metrics.

However, there is a negative correlation between forest

frag 1, a measure of forest fragmentation, and both forest

loss and erosion potential. There is also a less strong but

persistent tradeoff with water impacts. Tradeoffs involving

forest fragmentation are especially important in Pennsyl-

vania, where there are large areas of intact forest. Thus, if

we prioritize minimizing forest fragmentation, this may

come at the cost of increasing forest loss, erosion, and

stream impacts.

The bar charts and letters in the bottom of Fig. 4 reveal

that while practices differ in how they affect each impact

metric (different groups within each impact metric), no

practice performed better (had lower means) than others

across all impacts. This is expected, since our simple

practices were chosen to achieve specific goals. For

instance, putting infrastructure away from water (Fig. 4,

‘‘p1’’) produced the lowest water impacts, but some higher

forest impacts. That example also reveals that simple

planning practices can be relatively effective at avoiding

targeted impacts. Another example is that putting infras-

tructure in disturbed areas resulted in relatively lower

levels of forest frag 2 and forest loss. Putting infrastructure

close to (p2) existing pipelines or (p3) existing roads did

not produce clear patterns in impacts relative to the other

practices. This may indicate that planning practices that do

not clearly target an environmental feature like water or

forest are less likely to be effective in a predictable manner.

That said, both practices performed the best with regards to

erosion potential. Finally, the blank bars in Fig. 4 show

that there was no significant difference in performance of

planning practices with regards to forest frag 1 or rare spp.

Both forest frag 1 and rare spp are metrics that will

respond to fairly large landscape changes. Effective mesh

size (forest frag 1) responds most when large patches are

divided, which is relatively unlikely in this context. The

rare spp metric is a coarse resolution metric.

Discussion

To inform the use of simple guidelines for planning shale

gas surface infrastructure, we wanted to know if the use of

such guidelines accompanies tradeoffs among environ-

mental impacts. We also sought to assess the relative

effectiveness of guidelines for avoiding impacts. Using

Pennsylvania public lands as a case study, we sited well

pads, access roads, and gathering pipelines according to

four guidelines that are easy to understand and implement.

We calculated and correlated eight proxies for

Fig. 4 Synergies and tradeoffs among impacts and practices. (Grid)

Correlations between impact metrics across all 20 sites. Negative

correlations (-) are tradeoffs; synergies are ?. Symbol size reflects

correlation magnitude. Significant correlations (black) were assessed

with Bonferroni corrections. (bar charts) Performance of practices.

Bars are mean values (?/- Tukey HSD confidence intervals) within

the impact listed above on the diagonal, e.g., the left set of bars

corresponds to the cultural impact of different siting practices. Non-

overlapping errors bars and group letters indicate significant differ-

ences. Values are scaled 0 to 1, where 1 is worst. forest frag 1 and

rare spp repeated measures ANOVAs were not significant, so no

Tukey HSD tests were performed
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environmental impacts that would result from developing

such infrastructure.

We found mostly weak positive correlations between

impacts, indicating that for our study area, multiple impacts

could be avoided simultaneously with environmentally

oriented planning. More generally, some impacts will be

negatively correlated—i.e., trade-off—in that trying to

avoid one impact by changing the location of infrastructure

necessarily leads to increasing another impact. In those

cases, the best strategy to avoid impacts is to choose

locations that balance antagonistic impacts. In this study,

one measure of forest fragmentation—effective mesh

size—was negatively correlated with several other impacts.

This is likely due to both spatially intrinsic tradeoffs

between impacts and the use of simplified planning

guidelines (Online Appendix S1). This result is important

in Pennsylvania where reducing impacts on forest frag-

mentation are highly important and may come at the cost of

increasing other impacts, regardless of planning practices.

These patterns generally hold when looking at marginal—

as opposed to absolute—changes brought on by develop-

ment (Online Appendix S1).

We also found that simple guidelines for planning sur-

face infrastructure can be relatively effective when focus-

ing on one or a few impacts. For instance, our analysis

revealed that, for this context, putting infrastructure away

from water was more effective at avoiding water and cul-

tural impacts than other simple planning guidelines.

Unfortunately, no one simple guideline was universally

better at avoiding impacts than all other guidelines. As

such, when more targeted, site-specific planning is possi-

ble, simple planning guidelines that encompass the plan-

ning context may be good enough.

Since our results suggest that regulations targeting sin-

gle impacts will not be universally effective, new regula-

tions either need to be more comprehensive or site specific,

e.g., through a review process similar to Pennsylvania’s

Natural Diversity Inventory Environmental Review Tool

(http://www.gis.dcnr.state.pa.us/hgis-er/Login.aspx). For

instance, our results indicate a actions that target reductions

in forest impacts by placing infrastructure in disturbed

areas (e.g., Fig. 3) will actually increase erosion potential,

stream crossings, and cultural impacts relative to alterna-

tive strategies (Fig. 4). Actions that incentivize developers

to take an impact-comprehensive planning approach could

be more effective, but will be more challenging to design

and implement than simpler, targeted ones. Alternatively,

implementing a site-level review process where regulator

and developer work together to identify potential impacts

and avoid them could be effective, though at an increased

time and resource commitment for both sides.

Our study joins the large and growing body of work on

measuring and assessing the relationships between multiple

indicators of environment and society for decision making.

Increasingly common are studies of tradeoffs among

ecosystem services (Bennett et al. 2009; Raudsepp-Hearne

et al. 2010; Moilanen et al. 2011; Maskell et al. 2013;

Howe et al. 2014). At the same time, multiobjective

planning is an essential part of conservation more generally

(Cattaneo et al. 2006). Our study incorporates elements of

land use decision making, another arena in which ongoing

research highlights that understanding the effects of land

use on multiple indicators is important (Phalan et al. 2011;

Sayer et al. 2013).

We chose impact metrics to cover features and topics of

concern to stakeholders and to illustrate synergies and

tradeoffs between multiple objectives. These are clearly not

exhaustive. We focused on impacts at one particular

stage—site development—while impacts occur at all

stages. In reality, impacts from surface infrastructure

development extend beyond the scope of our study, and

include both positive and negative effects. For instance,

while we focus on known rare species, development also

impacts common species and species not prioritized by

conservation. We focus on known rare species because

these are a greater focus for decision makers. Indeed,

developers in Pennsylvania are required to avoid known

locations of rare species through the Pennsylvania’s Natural

Diversity Inventory Environmental Review process men-

tioned above. We also use a simple measure of impacts on

humans that ignores some positive and negative socioeco-

nomic effects of development (Sovacool 2014). Many such

effects play out over scales largely independent of the scale

of analysis here, while others could form alternative or

additional components of a more comprehensive analysis at

this study’s scale. Regardless, we were able to identify some

synergies and tradeoffs with the impacts we did include.

Future analyses similar to ours could benefit from a few

methodological changes. First, while public lands served as

an informative case study for testing impacts from devel-

opment, shale gas is being extracted all over the Central

Appalachian region, including private lands. Private lands

tend to be more fragmented in ownership and land use,

which would likely affect the resulting infrastructure lay-

outs and impacts from that development. It is unclear how

transferrable our results are to the private lands context.

Second, we did not rigorously test the change in impact

correlations before versus after surface infrastructure was

placed, choosing to qualitatively assess the change in

correlations (Online Appendix S1). While this does not

affect our practice-specific conclusions described above, it

does affect our ability to say with statistical confidence

whether simple guidelines induced tradeoffs and synergies

among impacts.

Multiple routes can be taken to reduce impacts from

development including regulation, land protection, and
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changing industry practices. Each of these routes is cur-

rently underutilized in the Central Appalachian region, but

we expect this study will help inform future actions in

each. First, federal and state regulations exist to restrict the

placement of surface infrastructure but do not address some

important ecological impacts such as habitat fragmenta-

tion. Furthermore, most of Pennsylvania’s current setback

requirements that aim to protect sensitive habitats poten-

tially can be waived with a request and justification by the

gas developer. Second, the efficacy of traditional land

acquisition and easement is uncertain in shale gas devel-

opment sites where surface and subsurface rights to land

are sometimes separately owned. Our results suggest an

effective strategy for conservation groups and landown-

ers—in conjunction with willing gas industry partners—is

to inform site-specific planning where priority environ-

mental or biological features are present. Third and finally,

the gas industry currently does not have strong incentives

to go above and beyond regulation to further reduce

impacts. Increasing environmentally oriented planning will

require some effort to lower the threshold of entry for the

gas industry. Simple planning practices can be more easily

assimilated into existing planning than more complex tools

and practices. However, more advanced tools and methods

may be needed to help industry planners incorporate

environmental objectives into their planning, especially

when tradeoffs exist among impacts.
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